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ABSTRACT

Two versions of the “Phase-Step Mirror” (P SM),1 a novel optical component that prevents the
formation of sidebands in a Free-Electron Laser (FEL) were tested on the Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL) APEX FEL. Sideband suppression and frequency control with high extraction
efficiency and single line, transform limited operation were demonstrated. The rwmlts of our LANL
experiments and computer simulations showed that for very high gain applications, the first-order

sideband is” completely suppressed, but the laser : ain is so strong that on about pass 300 the
sideband at the second-order or next free spectral range of the PSM appears. This second-order
sideband may be suppressed by designing a PSM with grooves having two alternating depths, one
chosen to suppress the first-order sideband, and the other, the second-order sideband.

1. THE PHASE-STEP MXRR.OR (PSM)

Our method for sideband suppression is based on the existence of a low-pass spatial frequency
fi!ter in the resonator. The optical beam must have a small diameter in the wiggler region; its
dia.rrwter is typically liirger by at least a factc,r of ten in some other section of t}~e resonator.
Focusing the beam and propagating it through the wiggler acts as a spatial filter, Increasing the
spatial frequency contcn[ of the sideband light above the cutoff frequency of the spatial filter while
maintaii~ing nearly diffraction-limited performance at the central frequency disc, ri:ninatm against
the sideband radiation duc to its hiahcr losses at the spatial filter.

Figure 1 is a rcprwwntation of the spherical PSM. The PSM can he confi~urcd in numerous
ways. We have fabricated and e~perinlcntcd with cinglc- slid xnultiple-period versions of both

nphericid and flat-scgrncnux! PSMS. Iloth vemion~ of the ephc~ ic~~lmirror werr tested on tllr LAN].

I’ILI,.
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The height of the step is selected to shift the phase fronts of light at the center frequency by
an integral number of wavelengths, and to cause significant phase shifts at the sideband frequencv.
Thus the sideband light is severely atwrrated aad cannot be focused into the wiggler while ligh~
at the center frequency is unailecteci. The height of the raised arms is an integral number of half
wavelengths at the center frequency.

The resonator shown in Figure 2 is an almost concentric, asymmetric, standing-wav,m, stable

resonator, such as that of the LANL oscillator. Suppose that the center wavelength is & and the
sidebands are at ~, = .\C + AA. Now suppose that Mirror 1 of Figure 2 is replaced by what we
refer to u the ‘phase-step mirror” shown in Figure 1. It has the same curvature, but (for normal
incidence) it has periodic steps of height

AZ = nAc/2 (1)

where n is an integer for which

and a is a constant to b{’chosen. a ==0,5 crcatcs an intensity null at the focus in the wiggler for t}lc
sideband frequency. Nominal vaJues for the I,ANL oscillator arc J, = 3.0 14xx1and AA = 0.0285 ~,.
Using them values and chomin~ (r ==[J.5 gives n = 18 and AZ = 26.10 pm. Reflection of a sphcriciil
wave of wavelength At from tnc PSA4 causes no aberration because the difference in path length of

light. reflecting from any of the steps is an integral number of wavei~:ngths. We have assunled that
the step height is much less than t~lc pulse length of t~,e FEL so that cf~ccts due to the finite puisc
length may bc ignored. Reflection of a sp}~crical wave of wav(!lcngth A, from the mirror abcrratcs
it severely, introducing a ph,xw shirt of ?xfr fo] every half period of the mirror step j)attern. This
functions ~s a phir..se grating wit]l ml; ltlwavclcngth ~roovc depth and u very low period, but af~ords
far f(!wcr sites for possible darnagc t,]lan ty~)ica] ]OWperiod rncta]]ic gratings, The mirror steps need
llOt follokv StriLi~}lt Iinm. This configuratio]l” ;LIIOWSsimple analy:, i:j, lut tllc mirror f3t)riCilt(!(i for
tile l,AN1, 1~’1{1,cxprrirr~rnts tl;~s i~ cone.(’ntric, circular ~roovi’ pa.ttcrn ovrr the C(’ntrill centimeter
of C}l(IIrlirror.



A uniform SmCo5 Halbach undulator was used. It was 1.00 m in kmgtl~ with 49 periods, each
2.05 cm in length. The gap was 4.2 mm and the on-axis magnetic field was 0.64 ‘1”,re~i~lting in a
vector potential aW (peak) = 1.2.

Our experiments observed the effects on the op~ical output energy, spectral content, spatial
intensity distribution, and temporal intensity evolution when we replaced the cavity’s usual multi-
layer dielectric (MLD) high (backj reflector with two versions of our PSNf. The electron beam
energy and macropulse length were varied and the e-beam extraction efficiency measured. The
small signal gain and ca~ity losses were measured.

3. THE APEX OSCILLATOR

Figure 2 is a schematic of the LANL APEX resonator. It is an asymmetric, almost concentric,
standing-wave, stable resonator. The optical waist occurs at the wiggler ce]~ter, which is 0.5 m
upstream from the geometric center of the 6.918 m resonator. In the nominal configuration, the
resonator consists of an output coupler and a high reflector with 4.o m and 3.03 m concave spherical
radii of curvature, respectively. Both are made on calcium fluoride (CiiF2) substrates and coated
with a MLD for R = 99.6% reflectivity and T = 0.4% transmissivity at 3 pm. Gaussian beam spot
sizes (radji) at the mirrors are 4 44 mm and 5.89 mm. The resonator mirrors have suffered severe
coating and substrate damage when the rnacropulse-average intracavity mirror-f ]ucnces excccd

75o kW/cm2.2

our sideband supprc%sion tcchniqlle is based on the existence of a low-pass spatial frequency
filter in t,he resonator. In the 1.ANI. dcvicc, t)]e wiggler aperture serves this function. ‘rhc optical
beam is focused to create a small diarrletcr in the wiggler region to provide adequate overlap with
the ricctron beam. A I>SM will suppress the. sidebands in any I~EL resonator if it carl bc included

in a region w}lcrc the optical hcarn size is much larger than its size in the wiggkr. The beam waist,
w, iIl this rcsorlator is about ().6 mm. ‘rhc aperture of the 1 m wiggler is about 5 u).

4. LANL F’E1, 13ASELINE ~121Z”F011.lMAN(;E



5. EXPE”RINIEXNTS WITH THE MULTIPLF~PERIOD SPHERICAL PSM

The first series of experiments was conducted using a multiple-period, concentrically grooved,
spherical ‘PSM. It has tile same 4.0 m radius of curvature as the standard MLD optic. This allowed
direct replacement of the standard optic with the PSh4. The MLD mirror that previously served
as the output coupler was replaced, and the output through the mirror with the 3.03 m radius of
curvature was routed to Lhe optical diagnostic equipment. A 26.10 A 0.0750 urn step height was
our design goal obtained from the LANL oscillator specifications and the spectral data shown in
Figure 3.

The mirror was diamond-turned on a copper substrate and coated with bare gold for maximum
reflectivity at 3 #m. Its reflectivity was measured to be >97% over a wavelength range of
several hundred nanometers. A special diamond tool was designed and fabricated, and a modified
plunge-cutting technique was devised to fabricate the PSM for this project.

While the individua] groove profiles and figure were very good, with RMS surface roughness

< J/100, through most of the development we did not have access to an adequate diagnostic to
measure the variation of depth from groove to groove. It was assumed because the tool that cuts
the grooves is intcrferomctrical]y driven that while the actual groove depth we obtained might vary

within the allowed tolerance, that the variation would be systematic and therefore the groove depih
would be uniform from groove to groove. Last-minute access to a contact profilometcr with an
electrostatic probe showed this to be untrue: the groove depths varied from 31.8359 to 33.7785 pm,
resulting in an average depth of 32.5455 ~m, with a standard deviation of 0.5287 pm. Scheduling
constraints on the I,ANI, FEL prohibited another fabrication run, but it should be possii)lc to usc
such data to adjust the tooling program to product- a mirror with acccptab]e uniformity of depth

groove to groove.

Ilccausc of the nonuniformity of the grooves, the cavity Iosscs were quite high, on the order of
60%, as mcasurwi by the Ci\Vity ring-down. .John (;oldst.cin of 1.ANL ran one-dimensional numerical
simllli~tions, rxlod~~]irlg t]ltl ji]t,cr f[]nrt,iorl of t,lle I)SM ,~s cos:(~a). IIc found tlla.t for such high
10ss, th(? laser woul{i riot s(]pport sidcl)ands, wit}l or witho(]t tile fiit,cr function. Thus, this data
hlont’ {iors not allow IIS to :;t;r.t,ccc)rlr]llsivt~ly that tllc ;rlirr(]r de InOnStriltC(i siticbar]fi sllpprmsionm
IIowcver. rl;lrrOW, sin~~]~ ]ill~t, ~)crforrnallcp with }li~~]l{*IwIrorl Learn extraction rflicir]lcy and strorlg

flt,qucrlry SCltctivity Was oll!i{’r V(ld.



smail-signal gain, which was found to be - 150%. At the end of the macropuke, when the e-beam
is ‘turned off,” the rate of decay of intracavity power is called the “ring-down,” shown in Figure ~.
A logarithmic fit of the ring-down gives the total cavity loss, which was measured at +35%. For
these and the following spectra, the electron beam energy was 38.6 MeV; the macropulse length
was 30 psec; and the micropuhe charge was 2 nC.

‘rhe trace in ~igure 6 is the energy distribution function of the electron-beam in a non-lasing

condition. Energy increases to the right. To obtain the distribution, a shutter is inserted in
the resonator, preventing Iasing. The e-beam is passed through a bending magnet and into a
multichannel analyzer, creating the spectrum observed as the spot in the middle of the picture.
The curve is a digitized profile of that energy distribution.

The trace in Figure 7 shows the shift in distribution of tht! energy of the electrons under

lasing conditions when the shutter is opened. The shift in the centroids of these two traces gives
the extraction efficiency. As part of the electron ~opulation gives up energy to light, two distinct
distributions are observed. The extraction efficiency for this shot was measured at 0.98%. Values
as high u 1.02?f were recorded. These values are as high as any ever observed on this dm’icc.

Figure 8 shows the wavelength dependence of the optical output as the electron beam energy
was tuned from 37.7 MeV (3.0Q6 ~m) to 39.9 McV (2.804 pm). The behavior of the output
wavelength demonstrates strong frequency selectivity due to the PSI’vl. We measured two shifts
of ~5.2J4°A, which correspond to a jump of 0.193 ~m. This agrees well with theory, which
pre(licts successive passbands separated by -0.2 pm for an ideal grooved mirror with our design
specifications. This bccomcs spread over a calculated range of about 0.15 to 0.22 pm, due to the
nonuniformity of the grooves. The filter function of the PSM can be modeled to first-order as
cos2(na), represented by the dotted line. For this data, the dotted line represents succcssi’w free

spectra] range p~s~jallds at intcrvi~ls of 0.185 #m, the average of the range from O.l S to 0.22 pm.
As the e-bearxl energy is tuned, the output wavelerlgth rcrnains close to the minimum loss point
(maximum transmission through the wiggler focus). It then jumps across the region of maximum
loss (transmission rni:litnum) and once again remains near the next minimum loss value. This is
consistent. wit,}l t}le ])SM forcing I;Lsir]Kwithin a sin~le ~)assbarld. \Vhcn l(asing in the adjacmt
passba-nd call no lon~cr k s~)p]mrtcd, tlie laser !rcqucncy-hops to t hc next f’rcc spectral range.



a single phase-step .41 One segment can be pistoned relative to the other segment, which allows
any desired step height to be obtained. This mirror has the advantage of ease of fabrication and
broad, continuous tunability. Complete sideband suppression and transform limited, single-line,
wavelength tunable performance were demonstrated for moderate small-signal gain (up to -100~0).
The disadvantage of a single-period, however, is that it cannot provide sufficient contrast to assure
complete sideband suppression when operated with extremely high small-signal gain,

The split mirror was first adjusted for zero step height. This aliowed us (unlike the case of the
grooved mirror) to observe the baseline behavior of the laser without the PSM immediately prior
to introduction of a step-height of 26.10 gm. Figure 10(a) is the build-up of intracavity power, or
“ring-up”, and shows a small-signal-gain of 35’%. The total cavity loss for the split mirror ranged
from -5 to 7%. This range is due to small variations in alignment over the series of experiments.
Figure 10(b) shows a total cavity loss of 5.8%. For these and the following spectra, the electron
beam energy was 39.4 MeV, the macropulsc length was 20 us, and the micropulse charge was 2 nC.

The electron-beam energy extraction efficiency was measured for these conditions. Figure 11 (a)

is the electron energy distribution in a “no Iasing” condition, while the lower trace in Figure n(b)
shows the redistribution of electron energies with lasing. Calculation of the centroid shifts in these
electron energy distribution spectra gives an c-beam extraction efficiency of --0.6670 for this low
small-signal gaix. c.asc,

Figure 12 shows the baseline optical output spectrum. F’or this high gain, zero step height
condition, sidebands are present; the spectr urn is broad and chaotic.

A step height of 26.10 ~~m was introduced. The sidebands were entirely suppressed. A srnall-
sigz~ I gain of 7(1% and a ring-down loss of 6.3V0 were measured. Energy extraction cff]ciency was

z 1Vo. A single-line, transform Iimitcd optical spectrum wa.. observed at a fundamental wavelength
of 2.9 ~~m. The step height WM then varied. Significant line width narrowirlg, tunability of the

output w:ivclength and complctc suppression of the sidebands was dcrnonstratcd. Figure 13 shows
several transform limited s}lot,s takcrl ;LSt}lc step-hcig}it of the PSM was tuned.

It t)~calnc clc;ir after a nurnbfr of step-h(!ight adjustments w(rc miidc that wc were Iosillg
alignrn(,llt, The ciivity I(N.sc:; incr~,,:;cfj to -420?4 and tllc cxtr(lction cf!icicncy fcl! to --().5%).
(~orrcsl)(,lldingly, the Olltpl]t ])OWVI(i,*Crca.scd and sidcbaIlds brg,in to appear. l’art of this WASdue

to hystrrcsis in the piczos which illtloducrd ti~)-tiit rrrors ,as t,hc n]irror was pistoncd. Allot,hcr
sourer of ;ilignrrlrnt prot)lrllls is ttl(’rrll;illy ind~lcvd cllran~(!s in t}lc cfivity, At 011(!pOiIlt ]M+i:lg WiLS

lost and it was found t,h:it thr c;ivit,y had ‘~rown’ by Inorc than 10(1 ~~in. Tip-tilt ; Jjustrllcnts
were also rcqllired. ‘1’11{!cavity CiLll rwiily t){’ ~ll]t Ilrl(ler ikCtiVP corltrol” as Well :L5 the contr(ll:i whic]l
dcfirlitioll ;~lld Irlai]ltairl r~~il ror F,t(Il) 11(’i~llt.



effects are several: Some are variations in cavity length, e-beam energy, alignment of the cavity,
and alignment of the e-beam through the wiggler.

The final series of experiments were conducted by setting the split mirror to a step height of
26.10 pm prior to pump down. When the FEL was brought up, lasing wzs obtained immediately.
Minor tip-tilt adjustments were made to optimize the optical output. The fundamental came up in
a single-line, with narrow bandwidth at 2.794 ~m for an e-beam energy of 39.9 MeV. This agrees

with the data obtained from the grooved mirror (A(E)] (see Figure 8) for this set of operating
conditions,

The cavity length was increased by 20 pm, producing a slightly broader spectrum. The center
wavelength shifted to 2.804 ~~m. Still no sidebands were observed. The *beam emittance and
aiignment were improved, which incre~ed the small-signal gain to N1OO%. While the spectrum
was much more highly ordered than that without the PSM (see Figure 12), sidebands at about, 6%

of the fundamental, the next free-spectral range (second-order), did appear.

Figure 14 shcjws a series of shots where the step Ileigbt was fixed at 26.1 pm and the energy
of the electron beam was varied from 39.9 k[eV to 39.4 MeV. The effect on the output optical

spectrum was observed. For a fixed step height, within a single free spectral range, we expect onlj-
one small frequency range where cfficierlt sideb~d suppression occurs. The behavior observed in
this srries of shots shows incre~ing suppression efficiency ‘as adjustment of the e-beam energy and
cavity length brings the laser closer and closer to this ideal operation point.

Throughout this series of shots we had difficulty in maintaining a consistent match between
the electron beam and light field. A snowstorm and attendant snow plows served to ampiify the

errors introduced by the factors discussed above and essentially every knob in the facility was
tweaked d:ming the course of the experiment. For this reason, we only report a general trend in
the evolution of the data wc observed.

Oltr .alcuiations show that for a fundamental at 2.9 ~lm and sidebands at 2.85%, a step height
of 26.10 pm shouid provide rni~xirnuln supprmsion. For a fixed step height of 26.10 Km, the spectril
in Figure 14 show that ,~’,t he (>-b~ilr]l is tuned to 39.4 Mt~V, bringing the princi~)al olltput nearer
to 2.9 prll, t.i]e sidel~,.irl(~ ;Lr~!Illorc Cfiicicrltly supprcss[~fl and the power in tthc prill(ip;ll wavi~lcngth

i:; increased by a factor of .- 5.



7. CONCLT.JS1OPJS

The grooved, multiple-period PSM demonstrated strong frequency selection and therefore
control of la.sing by the PSM, but failed to provide conclusive proof of sideband suppression due
to nonuniformity of groove depths which led to high cal ity losses. One-dimensional simulations
indicate no sidebands are generated for the resulting cavity intensity, with or without the PSlvl.
However, presence of the PSM resulted in a much narrower spectrum with the spectral intensity
almost doubled for the remaining peak. Thus, even for FELs that do not generate sidebands,
the PSM can be useful to narrow the spectrum and enhance the interaction with a resonance of
importance in chemi.cai, materials, or biological experiments.

The singieperiod PSM demonstrated complete sideband suppression for moderate smaiLsignal
gain. Our experiments also demonstrated that the split mirror’s continuously adjustable step height
allows tunable, single-line, narrowband operation, Numerical simulations for operation with high
small-signal gain indicate that the single-period may not provide sufficient contrast for complete
sideband suppression. The single-period PSM data supports the conclusion that a grooved PSM
with more uniform groove depths will extend the range of complete sideband suppression to higher

small-signal gain.

We believe ~hat due to advances in fabrication technology that resulted from this project it
is now possible to fabricate a more uniform grooved mirror with two step-heights to suppress the
formation of first- and second-order sidebands. .Additionally, it now appears possible to fabricate a
tunable, multiple-period PSM.
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Figure 1. Phase step mirror. The steps are raised a distance AZ above the spherical reference

surface. The step height is selected to shift the phase fronts of light at the center
frequency by an integral number of wavelengths and to cause significant phase shifts at
the sideband frequency.

Mirror 1 ‘1’llrOUgtl EVi}:gler N4iiror 2

Figure 2. Stable rcm)nator Sllowi:lg l)caIII tul)o [,]lrollgtl wiggler irl t}lc vicinity of the waist.
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Figure4. Build-up ofintracavity power showing a small signal gain of abo~t 150%.

Figure 5. Ring down measurement indicate-s approximately a 65% I.oss/ Pass.
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